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Foreword

The papers presented in this book are valuable contributions to the analysis of one of
the most difficult development challenges: urban transport. For a variety of reasons the
book is of particular importance for cities in developing countries. While sanitation,
health, education and employment tend to improve through economic development,
transport problems tend to worsen. There are also no successful development models to
be followed, particularly models within the developing countries’ investment possibili-
ties; and even if resources were unlimited it is questionable whether the developed
countries’ model should be followed.

Over the next 25 years the urban population in developing countries is expected to
increase to 2 billion. While cities in the developed world may have more than 650 cars
per 1000 inhabitants, developing country counterparts have fewer than 200 and, in
most cases, fewer than 100. Unchecked, the combined effect of population growth and
motorization can create severe quality of life problems. Moreover, almost by definition,
in developing-country cities only a minority of the population use private cars for daily
transport. Road transport absorbs massive public investments for the building and
maintenance of road infrastructure; creates congestion which affects the mobility of the
bus-riding majority; causes air and noise pollution; and results in road arteries, prima-
rily for private vehicle users, becoming obstacles to lower income pedestrians. 

Urban transport is a political rather than a technical issue. The technical aspects are
simple. The difficult decisions relate to who is going to benefit from the models
adopted. Do we dare create a transport model different from that in the so-called
advanced world cities? Do we dare create a transport system that gives priority to the
needs of the poor majority rather than the automobile-owning minority? Are we trying
to find the most efficient, economical way to move a city’s population, as cleanly and
comfortably as possible? Or are we just trying to minimize traffic jams for the upper
classes?

Thousands of kilometres of road can be found in many developing-country cities.
If private cars are kept off the streets during peak hours every day, it is easy to structure
an efficient, low cost bus system which could transport all citizens with speed and dig-
nity. The technical solution is simple. The challenge, of course, is political: to remove
cars and non-system buses from the streets. The removal of private cars from the streets
sounds radical and strange. Over the last 80 years we have been developing cities for
increased car mobility rather than for pedestrians’ and children’s happiness and safety.
Just for a moment, let’s imagine a city as follows:

Car use is banned during six peak hours every weekday. During those hours everybody
uses public transport or bicycles for his or her mobility. All citizens, regardless of their
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socio-economic standing, meet as equals on trains, buses or bicycles. There is little air
and noise pollution. There is a park only a short distance from any home. Large tree-
lined pedestrian avenues cross the city in all directions, and there are as many exclu-
sively pedestrian streets as roads for vehicles. There is as much space for pedestrians as
road space. 

At first it is difficult to think differently because we are subject to the most pernicious
kind of imperialism: self-imposed cultural imperialism. 

Developing-country cities are different in aspects such as:

• income inequality;
• poverty;
• illegal housing development with a lack of basic infrastructure and public space;
• scarcity of public funds;
• density;
• climate; and
• low motorization – only a minority of households own a car, and an even smaller

minority of people use cars for daily mobility. 

For the aforementioned reasons, and because developed-country cities have failed in
many ways, we must create a different city model for a different way of living.

We cannot talk about urban transport until we know what kind of city we want. If
we want a city for people, and particularly for children, road infrastructure must be
limited and car use restricted. Any street with motor vehicles is dangerous to children,
but more so if it is a multi-lane artery or a high velocity road. Such arteries become
fences that separate segments of the city and isolate people, thus dehumanizing the city. 

The unsustainable nature of car-based transport is illustrated by the fact that the
problem becomes worse as societies grow richer. Unless car use is restricted severely,
society will be worse instead of better, resulting in:

• more traffic jams;
• more noise;
• more air pollution;
• more health problems;
• more low density city expansion and suburban development; and
• more expenditure on road building and maintenance that benefits primarily the

car-owning upper middle classes. In a poor city such as Delhi, road building and
improvement in order to relieve congestion are very regressive. Scarce government
resources are taken up, leaving the needs of the poor untended. 

All the national constitutions in the world, and of course the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, are based upon the equality of all citizens before the law and the state.
If all citizens are equal, the public good or the good of the majority must prevail as the
guiding criteria for governmental decisions. When only a minority use motor vehicles
for their mobility, as is the case in developing-country cities, is there any doubt that the
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public good would be served if private car use were severely restricted, such as not
allowing it during peak hours?

Trying to solve traffic problems by building more extensive roads is like trying to
put out a fire with petrol. In the USA, time lost due to traffic congestion increases every
year, despite enormous highways. A new highway stimulates new development around
it, particularly at its extremes, and thus generates its own traffic. Let us imagine a new
ten-lane highway from the centre of a city to any location on its outskirts. Immediately
after it is completed, or even before, new housing projects, shopping malls and factories
are built around the new road and in the countryside near its extreme. The new road
stimulates urban expansion, lower densities and longer trips. Ten years after the road is
built, traffic jams are just as bad as ever, but now average trips are longer. For traffic
considerations, doubling the number of vehicles is the same as having the original
number of vehicles travelling twice the distance.

If car use is not restricted there will be traffic congestion. This will cause a greater
pressure to invest in more and larger road infrastructure, which in turn stimulates low
density suburban development. Low density US-type suburban development, or any
kind of development that reduces population densities, creates the following problems:

• extensive and inefficient land use;
• difficulties in providing low cost, high frequency public transport;
• exclusion of non-drivers, such as the poor, children and the elderly, who depend on

public transport, walking and cycling; and
• deserted, lonely streets. 

Do we want to create a city for children and the elderly, and therefore for every other
human being, or a city for automobiles? The important questions are not about engi-
neering, but about ways of living.

Most developing-country cities have relatively high population densities, not as a
result of good planning but because of a lack of cars and resources to build extensive
roads. Such high density is an asset. It provides people with their main source of
enjoyment – being close to other people – and it facilitates high quality, low cost pub-
lic transport. High density implies relatively short distances and, thus, low transport
costs. More importantly, it means that a high frequency public transit system can work
efficiently. Developing-country cities should, at all costs, try to avoid suburban devel-
opment, which will probably be sought by some higher income citizens. 

In October 2000, the people of Bogotá in Colombia voted in a referendum to
exclude cars from the streets every weekday between 6am and 9am and 4.30pm and
7.30pm from January 2015 onwards. Constitutional interpretations later demanded a
higher voter turnout for the referendum to provide a legal mandate. Nevertheless, it
proved that it is possible for people to conceive a different, perhaps better, city for
themselves, and other ways of organizing city life and city transport. Beyond the envi-
ronmental advantages of a city that moves basically without cars, the economic
implications are significant. The private savings on garages, vehicle depreciation and
fuel can be spent on other goods. 

A city may follow a more timid approach and simply structure an excellent bus-
based transit system on exclusive lanes without restricting automobile use. But why
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should the rest of society tolerate that car-using minority which generates noise, air pol-
lution and other costs to society? 

The public savings on road construction and maintenance, traffic police, and hospi-
tal costs of people injured in traffic accidents can be used not only to provide excellent
public transport, but also for schools, libraries and parks, to mention but a few things.
Of course, people could always own cars to use at off-peak hours or to travel to the
countryside at weekends; or they could simply rent them when necessary. Free from the
pressure to find ever more room for cars, authorities can concentrate on more citizen-
orientated endeavours such as creating more public pedestrian space. 

A city such as that proposed here would become a world example of sustainability,
quality of life, social justice and social integration. In addition, it would become
extremely attractive to highly qualified professionals and investors. If in the past capital
investments were attracted by subsidies of different sorts, in the new knowledge econ-
omy perhaps the most crucial competitive factor is urban quality of life. 

Let us imagine that 1000 wealthy individuals in a large city decide to use private
helicopters for their daily transport. Helicopters are very loud. Why should the rest of
society forego its silence when the atmosphere belongs to all of us? Why should the
majority suffer noise pollution for the benefit of the minority? Yet the car-using minor-
ity generates heavier costs for the majority than helicopters would, because cars destroy
the common silence, pollute the air and require extremely costly road space and infra-
structure, which absorb public funds that could be used to meet the needs of the poor.
The most important point illustrated by the helicopter example is that while it would
be possible for a few hundred people to use helicopters for their transport, it would be
impossible for everyone in a city to do so. The same happens with private cars. While
only an upper middle class minority use cars, despite enormous costs and injustice, the
system works. But it would not be possible for every citizen to use a private car for his
or her mobility, or there would be gridlock and high velocity roads would destroy the
city’s human qualities and structure. 

During my term as mayor of Bogotá we implemented several schemes to reduce car
use. Through a tag number system, 40 per cent of all cars had to be off the streets dur-
ing peak hours for two days every week. This reduced daily travel times by about 58
minutes and lowered pollution levels. Petrol consumption went down by 10.3 per cent. 

Bogotá has had a tradition of Ciclovia, the closing of main arteries to motor vehicle
traffic for seven hours every Sunday so that people can use the roads for cycling, jogging
and meeting up. The total amount of road space closed to traffic has doubled: now
120km of main city arteries are closed to motor vehicles. Approximately 2 million peo-
ple come out every weekend in a marvellous community-building celebration. A new
tradition was started, closing the same 120km on a night close to Christmas, allowing
citizens to come out and see the Christmas lights decorating the city. Almost half the
city’s population, nearly 3 million people of all ages and social standings, take advan-
tage of this and the exercise creates a sense of belonging and community.

Another collective adventure was the car-free day. One Thursday, the city (of nearly
7 million inhabitants) went to work leaving all cars at home. The experiment ran
smoothly, with 98 per cent of people going to school and work as usual by bus, bicycle
or taxi. People enjoyed the adventure. Afterwards, in the referendum of October 2000,
approximately 64 per cent of voters approved establishing a car-free day on the first
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Thursday of February every year. Polls taken the day after the 2002 car-free day found
that 82.7 per cent of the population supported the concept. The importance of the
exercise, beyond transportation or the environment, has to do with social integration,
as people of all socio-economic conditions meet as equals on their bicycles or on public
transport.

More than 300km of protected bicycle paths were built, and usage is increasing
steadily. Moreover, bike paths are a symbol of respect for human dignity and of a more
egalitarian city, as are high quality pavements. Both show that a city is for its people and
not for the motor vehicles of its upper classes, as it is so often the case. Bicycles can also
provide very efficient feeder systems to mass transit. 

All that I have described here was important in order to change the attitude of our
people towards their city. However, what dramatically improved the quality of life and
gave citizens confidence in a better future was the implementation of a bus-based tran-
sit system. Starting from scratch and inspired by the system in Curitiba, Brazil, we were
able to design and build the infrastructure, identify the private partners that would
operate it, remove the thousands of buses that previously used the roads, and had the
system in operation within three years. Today the incipient system, which we called
TransMilenio, accounts for more than 540,000 daily trips, and the main line carries
more than 50,000 passengers per hour, more than many rail systems. TransMilenio
users are saving an average of 223 hours annually; 9 per cent of them used to go to
work by car. 

Although the system is bus-based, its operation is similar to that of a rail-based
system. Articulated buses operate on exclusive bus-ways, using one or two lanes in each
direction. Passengers board the buses only at stations. They buy a ticket when they
enter the station or in stores outside. In this way, when the bus arrives and opens its two
doors simultaneously with the station doors, a hundred passengers can exit and a hun-
dred may enter in seconds. The bus floor is at the same level as that of the station,
making entering and exiting the bus a rapid and safe operation, as well as making the
buses fully accessible to the disabled. 

TransMilenio uses articulated 165-passenger buses with clean diesel engines that
comply with Euro II vehicle emission standards. Contractual arrangements guarantee
that the buses are clean and well lit, and are replaced before they are in less than perfect
shape. Drivers wear uniforms and have to complete training courses. While some buses
stop at all stations, others operate express routes with limited stops. Passengers can
change from a local to an express bus on the same ticket; they can also change from a
bus on one route to another on a different route without any extra cost. Although
feeder buses do not use exclusive bus lanes and share streets with the rest of the traffic,
they do give people in marginal neighbourhoods access to the system. TransMilenio
buses run in the middle of the road and not on the sides, so that vehicles entering and
exiting driveways or delivery vehicles do not become obstacles. Also, in this way, just
one station is required in each place instead of one in each direction. Passengers access
most stations through disabled-friendly pedestrian bridges. Although TransMilenio is
the fastest way to move around in Bogotá today, it could be made even faster at a low
cost by building underpasses for the buses at busy intersections. This can easily be done
at any time in the future. There is nothing technically complex about TransMilenio.
The issue is whether a city is ready to remove cars from several lanes of its main arteries
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in order to assign them exclusively to articulated buses. If the common good is to pre-
vail over private interests, it is very clear that this must be done. 

The main advantage of TransMilenio over rail systems is its low cost. Our public
investments were US$5 million per kilometre. Even though this cost is high, we chose
not only to build a transit artery but also to dramatically improve the public pedestrian
space around it with sidewalks, plazas and trees to enhance the city’s quality of life and
to attract more users to the system. Operating costs are also low. While almost all rail
systems in the world require operational subsidies at US$0.40 per passenger, Trans-
Milenio’s private operators not only cover their costs but also make a profit. With
problems of malnutrition, lack of clean water, sewage, schools, parks and paved roads,
developing-country cities cannot afford costly rail transit systems. There are too many
critical investments required for the poor that would be left unattended if expensive rail
solutions were chosen. Often the political attraction of rail projects, or the financial
facilities offered by the vendor countries, lead local or national governments to acquire
sophisticated subway systems. But at US$100 million or more per kilometre, and given
that they are usually unable to generate sufficient revenues to cover even their operating
costs, such systems are an enormous financial drain for developing-country cities. With
resources of that magnitude, basic water and sewage infrastructure, schools, housing
projects or huge parks to improve the quality of life of many generations could be
created. 

Often the upper classes in developing countries insist on rail systems because they
oppose bus systems’ use of space, which they would rather have for their private cars.
Generally they prefer subways, not because they use them, but simply because they
imagine that by putting the poor underground traffic problems will go away. Rail- or
bus-based surface transport systems are more humane. It is much nicer to travel while
looking at buildings, people, trees and stores than to travel underground like a rodent.
When rail systems are chosen in developing-country cities, limited funds only permit
building a few lines, which rarely serve more than 15 per cent of daily trips. Buses serve
the rest of public transport trips. In all developing-country cities the majority of public
transport is bus-based. 

The local government of Bogotá built TransMilenio’s infrastructure for passenger
transport users, just as roads are built for private car use. We have established a 20 per
cent tax surcharge on all petrol sold in the city, and half of it, approximately US$40
million annually, goes in to TransMilenio infrastructure investment. If the national
government contributed approximately US$100 million annually in this way, then we
could have TransMilenio moving more than 80 per cent of the city’s population by
2015. The buses are privately owned and operated, but it is not the case that just any-
one can be an operator. Only owners of the former buses that operated chaotically can
participate in the bids to own and operate the new buses. All the contractors are pri-
vate: large bus operators, feeder bus operators, ticketing system operators and the
financial fiduciary who handles the money. The public company receives just 5 per cent
of the system’s income. Bus operators share in the system’s income according to the
number of kilometres their buses have travelled.

We have been building cities more for the use of the motor vehicle than for pedes-
trians. It is now time to give more importance to public pedestrian space than to motor
vehicle roads. As mayor, I was almost impeached for getting cars off the pavements
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(where they were often parked), sometimes carving special bays for them out of the
pavement. At first it may appear that pavements are a frivolous issue in a developing
country; but the privations of low income people are not really felt during working
hours – it is during leisure hours that the differences are felt. While higher income peo-
ple have cars, clubs, country houses, theatres, restaurants and vacations, for the poor,
public space is the only alternative to television. Parks, plazas, pedestrian streets and
pavements are essential for social justice. High quality pavements are the most basic ele-
ment of respect for human dignity, and of consideration for society’s vulnerable
members such as the poor, the elderly and children. Images of high-rise apartment
blocks and highways are frequently used to portray a city’s advance. In fact, in urban
terms, a city is more civilized not when it has highways, but when a child on a tricycle
is able to move about everywhere with ease and safety.

This book is an important contribution to the construction of a new paradigm of
urban structure and urban transport. Particularly in cities in the developing world,
there is still time to address the challenge of mobility in a more socially and environ-
mentally sustainable manner than has been the case in Western nations. If radical
changes are not implemented (as could be the case judging from current international
experience) transport problems will become the most serious obstacles to quality of life
and competitiveness in developing-country cities in the near future.

Enrique Peñalosa

Enrique Peñalosa is currently a visiting scholar at New York University. He was formerly
mayor of Bogotá, Colombia (1998–2001), where he was responsible for promoting a city
model that gave priority to children and public spaces, restricting private car use and provid-
ing more facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.
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